REFERENCE SHEET: CASH TRANSFER IMPACTS IN AFRICA

Studies represent Transfer Project work and other review articles from 2013 onward. Classifications are illustrative of the state of evidence and do not always originate from systematic review or meta-analysis examining each outcome. For further research by theme see the Transfer Project webpage.

CHILD & ADOLESCENT OUTCOMES

CHILD MATERIAL WELLBEING (INCREASE)


CHILD ANTHROPOMETRICS (WEAK/INCONSISTENT IMPACTS)


INFANT & YOUNG CHILD FEEDING (WEAK/INCONSISTENT IMPACTS)


SECONDARY SCHOOL-AGE ENROLLMENT (INCREASE)

SPENDING ON SCHOOL INPUTS (INCREASE)


SAFE TRANSITIONS TO ADULTHOOD (WEAK/INCONSISTENT IMPACTS)


ADULT (CAREGIVER) OUTCOMES

SUBJECTIVE WELLBEING (INCREASE)

INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE (DECREASE)

FERTILITY (NO IMPACTS)

MORBIDITY & HEALTH-SEEKING BEHAVIOURS (WEAK/INCONSISTENT IMPACTS)

REDUCTION IN LABOUR (NO IMPACT)
HOUSEHOLD & COMMUNITY LEVEL OUTCOMES

ALCOHOL & TOBACCO CONSUMPTION (NO IMPACTS)


FOOD SECURITY & DIETARY DIVERSITY (INCREASE)


HOUSEHOLD POVERTY (DECREASE)


HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION (INCREASE)


HOUSEHOLD RESILIENCY, ASSETS & PRODUCTION (INCREASE)


HOUSEHOLD & COMMUNITY MULTIPLIERS (INCREASE)

